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Abstract. This study takes into account the issue of text clustering against the specific
background of bag-of-words approaches and from different viewpoints. The most common
algorithms for text clustering include instructions to summarise textual features in simple
quantitative measures and use them to recognise the degree of similarity (or dissimilarity)
between texts. These procedures involve several choices concerning the vocabularies of
texts and measures of similarity. By comparing and contrasting the results obtained
through eleven different procedures aimed at clustering the texts of three different corpora,
this study discusses the importance of those choices and is focused on understanding for
which environments they may be suitable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Document classification (or categorization) is an umbrella term used to indicate the
techniques for assigning a set of documents (texts, images, music, symbols) to a
limited number of classes (or categories). When expert-based procedures provide
information on correct classification, reference can be made to supervised document
classification, whereas unsupervised document classification – also known as
document clustering – is supported by computer-based algorithms, without reference
to external information.

Text clustering is a specific kind of unsupervised document classification
concerning a corpus of texts in electronic format. Text clustering is aimed at
grouping similar texts to form consistent clusters and separating dissimilar texts
into distinct clusters. It is an important task that is performed as part of many text
mining (TM), information retrieval (IR), analysis of textual data (ATD) application
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(Berry, 2004; Bolasco et al., 2010; Yates and Neto, 1999), to name just a few. The
most common algorithms for text clustering include instructions to summarize
some textual features (at lexical, character, morpho-syntactic or semantic level) as
simple quantitative measures and use them to recognize the degree of similarity (or
dissimilarity) between texts (Grieve, 2007; Koppel et al., 2009; Stamatatos, 2009).

This study2 takes into account the issue of text clustering within the specific
frame of bag-of-words approaches, mainly focussing on the lexical level and
essentially based on word counts. The methods are language-independent but the
implementation of such approaches with any kind of corpus requires a language-
dependent tokenizer for isolating sequences of letters (word-tokens) from separators
(blanks, symbols and punctuation marks). Text clustering procedures involve
several choices concerning the vocabulary of texts – in particular which and how
many word-types should be considered – and the measures of similarity (or
dissimilarity) to be adopted. Since the results achieved are dependent on the choices
made, the starting hypothesis for our analysis is that choices are important and
should be made according to the nature of texts to be classified and the objectives
being pursued.

As regards the number of words to be put in the bag, a recent tendency within
ATD is considering all or most words in the vocabulary, whereas a second
perspective envisages considering a limited number of words (e.g. Aureli and Iezzi,
2004) capable of distinguishing thousands of texts with the least (computational)
effort. In addition to different approaches to the number of words, the question
arises of which words should be considered, i.e. the quality of words. For example,
in many IR applications there is a widespread agreement that function words as well
as low-frequency words should be disregarded, whereas often ATD privileges
techniques capable of exploiting all the available information. Moreover, there is
a plethora of applications in the psychological and social fields commonly envisaging
an arbitrary selection – normally based on semantics (e.g. Bolasco and Della Ratta-
Rinaldi, 2004) – of the sets of words to be used for analysis (sentiment analysis,
opinion mining, mood analysis, sémiométrie, etc.).

For simplicity’s sake, in the present study different procedures for selecting
a set of words are considered and many further approaches to qualify words are
disregarded (e.g. transformations concerning orthography, morphology, collocation
and context of use by means of complex tools such as lemmatizers, stemmers, word
n-grams detectors, etc.). In the following examples the term “words” refers to the

2 The present study is included in the activities conducted within the frame of the GIAT -
Interdisciplinary Group on Text Analysis (http://www.giat.org/).
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concept of forms, i.e. words “as they appear in the corpus”, and as different entries
of a vocabulary (word-types). In the normalization of the texts only the use of capital
letters was standardized.

The concept of similarity between texts is paramount and depends heavily on
how this issue is tackled. Choosing an appropriate similarity measure is crucial for
text clustering, but hundreds of different measures are available (Rudman, 1998),
whereas no measure can be considered best suited for all applications. A pairwise
measure of similarity should mirror the proximity of two texts but this numeric
value depends on the lexical features of texts and on the measure itself. This paper
examines two different measures, both measures were tested with different procedures
to select the bag-of-words, and different combinations were tested on the texts
included in three Italian corpora.

The availability of an ex ante classification of the texts is part of the starting
hypotheses of this research because the procedures are expected to recognize the
similarity of texts belonging to the same class. Since this study is aimed at testing
a set of procedures, our corpora are composed of texts whose attribution to a given
class is certain but, of course, the very concept of similarity between texts may
involve several dimensions (certainly including many unobservable underlying
latent dimensions) of which the class should represent the most important one.

2. CORPORA

Three different corpora were analysed (Tab.1):
a. The “Presidents” corpus includes 63 end of year messages (1949-2011) of ten3

Presidents of the Italian Republic: Luigi Einaudi, Giovanni Gronchi, Antonio
Segni, Giuseppe Saragat, Giovanni Leone, Sandro Pertini, Francesco Cossiga,
Oscar Luigi Scalfaro, Carlo Azeglio Ciampi and Giorgio Napolitano. The
messages are available on the institutional website of the presidential office but
a manual correction of the official versions was necessary to obtain the texts
actually delivered by the Presidents and improve corpus homogeneity (Cortelazzo,
1985). The size of the addresses in terms of word-tokens shows an increasing
trend over time between two extremes: Einaudi for his conciseness and Scalfaro
for his loquacity.

b. The “Newspapers” corpus includes 200 articles downloaded from the online

3 Enrico De Nicola, Provisional Head of State and first President of the Italian Republic (1946-
48), is not considered in this analysis because the tradition of the end of year message began
with his successor.
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archives of four major national dailies (Corriere, Repubblica, Stampa, Unità).
All articles were originally written in Italian, i.e. no translated articles were
included since they are characterized by specific traits (Ondelli and Viale, 2010)
liable to affect corpus homogeneity. 50 articles were selected from four different
topics (sections), totalling 200: news coverage, culture, foreign affairs, sports.
All articles are relatively similar in terms of length and inner organization, given
the layout limits imposed by newspapers.

c. The “Literature” corpus was extracted from a collection of contemporary Italian
novels currently including 160 works by 101 authors totalling over 12 million
tokens and growing. The corpus used for the present study is a selection of 54
works by 14 modern Italian writers, each contributing with at least three works:
Niccolò Ammaniti (Fango; Ti prendo e ti porto via; Io non ho paura; Come Dio
comanda), Alberto Arbasino (L’Anonimo lombardo; La bella di Lodi; Specchio
delle mie brame), Alessandro Baricco (Castelli di rabbia; City; Questa storia),
Marco Buticchi (Menorah; Profezia; La nave d’oro; L’anello dei re; Le pietre
della luna), Italo Calvino (Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno; Ultimo viene il corvo; Il
visconte dimezzato; Il barone rampante; Il cavaliere inesistente; Marcovaldo,
ovvero Le stagioni in città; Le città invisibili; Se una notte d’inverno un
viaggiatore), Giorgio Faletti (Io uccido; Niente di vero tranne gli occhi; Fuori
da un evidente destino; Io sono Dio), Primo Levi (Se questo è un uomo; La
tregua; La chiave a stella; I sommersi e i salvati), Dacia Maraini (Memorie di
una ladra; La lunga vita di Marianna Ucria; Buio), Elsa Morante (Menzogna
e sortilegio; L’isola di Arturo; Lo scialle andaluso), Alberto Moravia (Il
conformista; I racconti; La ciociara; Io e lui), Leonardo Sciascia (Il giorno della
civetta; A ciascuno il suo; Todo modo), Antonio Tabucchi (Notturno indiano;
Sostiene Pereira; Tristano muore. Una vita), Susanna Tamaro (La testa tra le
nuvole; Per voce sola; Va dove ti porta il cuore), Paolo Volponi (Memoriale; La
macchina mondiale; Il pianeta irritabile; La strada per Roma). Corpus
homogeneity is at least partly ensured by the text genre (novels and short stories
written by professional writers for the general public) and over a limited time
span (1947-2009), which makes chronological variation unimportant.

Table 1: Basic lexicometric measures of the three corpora

Corpus w-tokens w-types hapax texts mean min max ex ante
N V H  t tokens tokens tokens classif.

a.Presidents 104,277 10,585 5,138 63 1,655 150 5,017 10 Pres.

b.Newspapers 145,319 22,204 12,321 200 727 456 1,289 4 topics

c.Literature 4,584,807 109,617 41,850 54 84,904 19,904 297,004 14 auth.
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The procedures implemented in this study are expected to recognize the
similarity of texts belonging to the same class (tab.1: ex ante classification): the
President in the case of end of year messages, the topic of newspaper articles, the
author of novels. The three corpora account for different text genres: political and
institutional texts (written texts for oral delivery), the press (written newspaper
articles) and literary texts (modern narrative texts). Authors and topics play
different roles: previous research has already shown that, despite the restraints
deriving from the institutional and solemn nature of end of year messages, the
individual choices of each President makes those texts less stereotyped than
expected (Cortelazzo and Tuzzi, 2007; Tuzzi et al., 2010). In contrast, in the case
of newspaper articles, authors are not significant (sometimes texts are not even
signed) and topics are expected to be the most important factor for classification
purposes. Novels are a combination of the two, since each text is expected to mirror
the author’s choices and the topics dealt with in the plot.

3. METHODS

The present study deals with five different ways of assembling the bag-of-words to
calculate the similarity of texts:
(1) all words in the vocabulary – a choice consistent with the idea of exploiting all

available information;

(2) grammar words (in this case, only articles, prepositions, pronouns and
conjunctions have been considered as function words) – this approach is
derived from quantitative linguistics within style-based text classification (e.g.
Argamon and Levitan, 2005; Argamon et al., 2007);

(3) a limited number of content words (in the case at hand, the first high-frequency
200 nouns of the vocabulary sorted by decreasing values of the frequency) –
a choice consistent with many content analysis applications in the psychological
and social sector;

(4) a limited number (the first 200 words of the vocabulary sorted by decreasing
values of weights based on tf-idf); and

(5) a great number (the first 1,000) of non-grammar words selected through the
system of weights based on tf-idf – a very common approach in TM and IR
applications (Bolasco and Pavone, 2008; Feldman and Sanger, 2007; Salton
and Buckley, 1988; Trigo, 2011). The tf-idf weight assigned to words include
the tf (term frequency, i.e. the number of tokens) and the idf (inverse document
frequency, i.e. the log of the total number of texts in the corpus divided by the
number of texts containing a given word). Thus, the weight assigns greater
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relevance to high-frequency words contained in a limited number of texts.

As regards similarity measures, two values are resorted to:
(1) cosine similarity (CS), i.e. one of the most popular similarity measures

developed within TM and IR applications (Feldman and Sanger, 2007) and

(2) intertextual distance (ID), i.e. a dissimilarity measure developed for style-
based classification (Labbé and Labbé, 2001) recently discussed and also
criticized (Viprey and Ledoux, 2006). When the calculation is based on all the
words of the vocabulary, i.e. whole texts are considered, two versions of ID are
proposed: the “basic version” and the “iterative version” based on text-chunks
of equal size. Previous research (Cortelazzo et al., 2012; 2013) showed that,
especially in the case of texts of markedly different size (Tuzzi, 2012), the
iterative version is preferable.

For each corpus composed of t texts the pairwise cosine (dis)similarities and
intertextual distances (in both the basic and iterative versions) were calculated for all
the pairs of texts and expressed by a t × t  square matrix. The total number of (non
redundant, non identical) pairs to be considered is given by the formula t × (t -1)/2.

In this study also texts limited in size (e.g. less than 1,000 tokens) and pairs
of texts of markedly different in size (e.g. in the ratio 1:10) are compared and
contrasted in order to assess the performance of the procedures implemented and
adopt a perspective consistent with common TM and IR large-scale applications.
It is worth mentioning that the problem of size (as stated for example in Labbé and
Labbé, 2001) should be tackled from a different perspective when the bag-of-words
does not include all the vocabulary but only a small portion of words.

3.1 COSINE SIMILARITY (CS)

In the bag-of-words model, each word corresponds to a dimension in the data space
and each text is a vector consisting of non-negative values on each dimension. The
similarity of two texts corresponds to the correlation between their vectors,
quantified as the cosine of the angle between vectors. Given two texts A and B and

their vectors 
�
v

A
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�
v

B
, their cosine is:

c A B
v v

v v
A B
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×
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The dimension of vectors corresponds to the number of words included in the
bag-of-words and in this study depends on the selection mode adopted. Vectors
consist of non-negative values, i.e. the frequency of words in A and B. CS is non-
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negative and bounded in [0, 1]. In order to obtain a dissimilarity measure, i.e. a
distance, reference can be made to the value 1 - c(A,B). CS is a popular measure in
information retrieval (Yates and Neto, 1999), text clustering (Huang, 2008) and TM
(Larsen and Aone, 1999) applications and its independence from text length is one
of its most important properties.

3.2 INTERTEXTUAL DISTANCE (ID)

ID4 was developed starting from Muller’s seminal work (Muller, 1968; Muller,
1977), also with reference to the concept of lexical connection (Brunet, 1988;
Muller and Brunet, 1988; Tuldava, 1995), and the version proposed by Labbé
(Labbé, 2007; Labbé and Labbé, 2001; Labbé and Labbé, 2003) is based on a sum
of differences between the frequencies of words in two texts. Given a pair of texts
A and B of size  NA  and NB  with  NA ≤ NB , their ID is:

d A B
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N

i A i B
i V

A

A B,
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where V
A B∪  represents the vocabulary of A and B and the frequency  fi,B of each word

i in the larger text B is reduced according to the size of the shorter text A by means

of a proportion f f N N
i B i B A B, ,
∗ = . In this study, the dimension of the vocabulary

corresponds to the number of different words included in the bag-of-words and
depends on the selection mode adopted. ID is a dissimilarity measure, non-negative
and bounded in [0, 1].

A specific issue emerges when the calculation involves all the words of the
vocabulary, i.e. whole texts. The ID between two texts depends on their size, as can
be said of most other quantitative measures (Strauss et al., 2008; Tweedie and

Baayen, 1998) and the f
i B,
∗  correction is not sufficient to assess the dissimilarity of

texts of very different sizes. To counterbalance the size factor, a procedure was
implemented based on repeated measures of the ID between pairs of text-chunks of
equal size (Cortelazzo et al. 2012; 2013, Tuzzi 2012). After having determined the
size n of text-chunks in word-tokens and the number of iterations m (number of
observations of the sample), for each iteration a text-chunk of size n is extracted

4 For a description: http://images.math.cnrs.fr/La-classification-des-textes.html
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from each text and a matrix is calculated containing the pairwise ID for the text-

chunks. After m iterations, the 3D matrix is reduced to a 2D matrix where the d̂
ij

generic element is calculated as the sample mean:

d̂
d

mij

ijk
k

m

= =
∑
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and is assumed as an estimation of the ID for the pair of texts i and j.

3.3 COMPARING AND CONTRASTING RESULTS

Conclusively (Tab. 2), there are five different procedures to assemble the bag-of-
words and two procedures to calculate dissimilarity, totalling 10 procedures, to
which one more should be added if the ID is calculated on all words (basic and
iterative version of ID). Everything is to be repeated in the three corpora.

Table 2: Summary of the 11 procedures with reference to formulas

bag-of-words

all gramm. 200 200 1,000
words nouns tfidf tfidf

intertextual distance (3)* (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

cosine (dis)similarity 1 – (1) 1 – (1) 1 – (1) 1 – (1) 1 – (1)

* iterative version of ID

By implementing a given procedure for the t texts of a given corpus, a square
matrix of pairwise measures of dissimilarity is obtained. The same matrix may be
interpreted according to its rows (or columns) as a ranking system: for each text, all
other  t -1 texts may be sorted from the closest to the furthest. The structure of such
ranks may be compared with the expected ex ante classification to show whether
the procedure can recognize the similarity of texts belonging to the same class.
Suppose that the corpus includes p +1 texts belonging to the same class (e.g. seven
messages by the same President). Ideally, the rank should position the remaining
p texts in the first p positions (given the distances from one of the President’s
messages, the other six should be the first six positions of the sorted list). If all texts
belonging to the same class produced this result, all  p(p +1) comparisons would be
associated to ranks k between 1 and p (100% purity). In contrast, if the ranks move
away from the first p positions, the procedure proves incapable of mirroring the
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correct ex ante classification.
The same procedure may be repeated for all texts within a corpus and all

classes so as to assess each procedure and compare it with the others. An overall
assessment of the quality of ranks may benefit from the purity index (the percentage
of correctly positioned comparisons, i.e. number of comparisons involving pairs of
texts of the same class with ranks k between 1 and p) and the cumulative trend of
ranks (number of comparisons associated to ranks less than k, k = p…t) as shown
in Tab. 4.

3.4 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION

A cluster analysis proves suitable for representing data contained in the distance matrix
by means of a simple graph (dendrogram). For each corpus, the best procedure for text
clustering was represented through an agglomerative hierarchical cluster algorithm
with complete linkage (Everitt, 1980), i.e. the distance between pairs of clusters was
obtained as the maximum distance among all pairs of elements of the two clusters; pairs
of clusters with minimum distance were aggregated. The dendrogram represents
distances by means of a tree graph in which the leaves (texts) hanging from the same
branch form clusters of the closest texts and branches originating from the same forks
represent groups of similar texts. The complete linkage was performed in order to find
well separated and tight (convex shaped) clusters. In general, although they usually
suffer from efficiency problems, hierarchy-based algorithms prove more accurate and
easier to read than other methods.

4. RESULTS

Tab. 3 shows the number of texts t and words included in the five bags-of-words as
well as corpus (ccr) and vocabulary (vcr) coverage rates. Tab. 4 shows the results
of the evaluation based on the ranking systems introduced in subsection 3.3. The
eleven procedures are compared in terms of their capability of recognizing as
similar the texts belonging to the same class. The first row of the table shows the
number of correct classifications (number of comparisons associated to ranks k
between 1 and p, or purity) and the following rows the number of comparisons that

Table 3: Structure of the bag-of-word. Values of ccr and vcr in percentage 

  bag-of-words 

  all gram 200 nouns 200 tfidf 1,000 tfidf 

 t No No ccr vcr ccr vcr ccr vcr ccr vcr 

a.Presidents   63 10,585 332 46.9 3.1 12.9 1.9 16.9 1.9 33.0 9.4 

b.Newspapers 200 22,204 337 42.6 1.5 6.8 0.9 10.3 0.9 23.0 4.5 

c.Literature 54 109,617 415 45.9 0.4 6.4 0.2 1.3 0.2 5.1 0.9 
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move away from the first p positions (values by intervals of length p).
In terms of the evaluation of the results obtained by applying the 11

procedures (Tab. 4):
a. in the “Presidents” corpus, p+1 is the number of messages of each President.

Usually, each President delivers seven addresses (one for each year of the
presidential term), three exceptions being Einaudi ( p+1= 6), who delivered the
first address during his second year in office (1948); Segni (2), who delivered
only two addresses before resigning; and Napolitano (6), who is currently in
office and has just delivered his sixth address (2011). The ex ante classes
correspond to the 10 Presidents and 356 is the number of comparisons for the
assessment of the 63 rankings (one for each address).
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Those values are reduced to 53 ranks and 278 comparisons when the iterative
version of ID is implemented, because the messages including less than 600
tokens were discarded (all Einaudi’s messages, the first short messages by
Gronchi, Saragat and Leone, the 7th by Cossiga). The iterative version of ID is
based on samples of 200 text-chunks of 400 word-tokens in size.

b. in the “Newspapers” corpus,   p + 1 = 50, classes correspond to the 4 topics (news
coverage, culture, foreign affairs, sports) and 9,800 is the number of comparisons
for the assessment of the 200 rankings. The iterative version of ID is based on
samples of 200 text-chunks of 200 word-tokens in size.

c. in the “Literature” corpus,  p+1  is the number of works written by the same
author: Ammaniti (  p + 1 =  4), Arbasino (3), Baricco (3), Buticchi (5), Calvino
(8), Faletti (4), Levi (4), Maraini (3), Morante (3), Moravia (4), Sciascia (3),
Tabucchi (3), Tamaro (3), and Volponi (4). Classes correspond to the 14 authors
and the number of comparisons for the assessment of the 54 rankings is equal
to 178. The iterative version of ID is based on samples of 200 text-chunks of
10,000 word-tokens in size.

By comparing and contrasting the six procedures based on ID (Fig. 1) and the
five procedures based on CS (Fig. 2) by using the cumulative trends for increasing
values of rank k (graphical representation by points of the cumulate values of the
columns of Tab. 4), the two best procedures for clustering the texts of each corpus
are identified. Moreover, Fig. 3 compares the best two procedures to highlight
which of the eleven procedures shows the best performance in terms of cumulative
trend.

 

Figure 1: Cumulative trends for ID 
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The graph of cumulative trends provides more accurate information than the
purity index because, in addition to fully correct classifications (starting point of the
curve), it shows which procedures prove more effective by classifying the texts
belonging to the same class close to each other. In the case of the “Presidents”
corpus, the procedure ensuring maximum purity (tab. 4a) is based on all words and
ID; however, in the light of the comparisons based on cumulative trends, the
procedure ensuring the best performance (Fig. 3a) is the one based on 1,000 content
words (tfidf) and ID. The results of the latter procedure are represented by a
dendrogram based on an agglomerative hierarchical cluster algorithm with comple-
te linkage (Fig. 4).

 

Figure 2: Cumulative trends for CS 

 

Figure 3: Cumulative trends. Comparisons of the two best combinations 
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Figure 4: Dendrogram for the Presidents corpus: ID + 1,000 tfidf 

Figure 5: Dendrogram for the Newspapers corpus: ID + 200 nouns 

Figure 6: Dendrogram for the Literature corpus: ID + grammaticals 
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As regards the “Newspapers” corpus, the procedure ensuring maximum
purity (Tab. 4b) is based on 1,000 content words (tfidf) and ID; in terms of
cumulative trends (Fig. 3b), two procedures based on 200 nouns prove equivalent
and the one based on ID was selected for the dendrogram (Fig. 5). As regards the
“Literature” corpus, the procedure ensuring both maximum purity (Tab.  4c) and the
best performance in terms of cumulative trends (Fig. 3c) is based on grammaticals
and ID (Fig. 6), but a good performance is ensured also by the procedure based on
all words and the iterative version of ID.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The unstructured information embedded in a text and its transformation into
quantitative processable structured data present several challenges. Since its
emergence as content analysis in the early 1900s, many studies in the ATD field
have been devoted to increasing the amount of information conveyed by textual
units (e.g. by means of lemmatization, recognition of compounds and collocations,
management of synonyms and homographs). ATD has focussed on the preservation
and enhancement of the distinctive features of texts (Bolasco, 2005) and has treated
a corpus as an ecosystem to be protected. TM is a recent development of computer
science and has emerged as an autonomous branch of data mining with a view to
analyzing corpora of theoretically unlimited size by means of unsupervised
optimized time-saving algorithms. Although many TM works lies in data cleaning
and data preparations (Kao and Poteet, 2007) in some IR applications it is necessary
to work with crude texts (also affected by noisy data) since the final objective is
processing “many texts very quickly”.

The present study shows that no operating philosophy or procedure may be
said to be preferred a priori or in absolute terms, since the question of “which and
how many words” and “which similarity measure” should be used for text
clustering purposes depends heavily on the texts and objectives of the analysis.

The results of text clustering show some cases of misclassification as emerged
from the final dendrograms. The classification depends on bag-of-words, similarity
measures, and clustering methods adopted, of course, but it is worth mentioning that
the graphical identification of these cases of misclassifications is based on the
hypothesis that the procedures should recognize as similar texts that belong to the
same class (the President for the end of year messages, the topic for the articles, the
author for the novels). For example, in the “Literature” corpus the dendrogram
shows that the author is the main factor to determine clusters but also clusters
including texts written by different authors might make sense. Those groups of texts
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might have other features in common and a more traditional approach based on
qualitative criteria in the frame of history of literature, criticism and stylistics might
recognize and explain similarities in terms of structure, plot or recurrent themes.

Despite the awareness that the similarity of texts involves several dimensions
and the ex ante classification represents only one of the possible criteria for the
evaluation of the results of text clustering, from this study some conclusive
suggestions could be achieved.

In general, ID seems to ensure better results than CS, also with texts of limited
size, and the iterative version of ID proves more effective when texts are long (i.e.
involving several text-chunks, each including thousands of tokens) and their size
varies considerably (i.e. the basic version of ID is strongly affected by text size
variation).

Bags-of-words play an interesting role. According to Stamatatos (2009), few
function words may suffice to asses a writer’s style and ensure reliable authorship
attribution. In contrast, a remarkable number of content words characterized by
good discrimination capability prove suitable for topic-based text classification.
The present study confirms those assumptions and expands on additional factors.

In the case of our “Literature” corpus, function words are good style-markers
and provide the best testing ground to discriminate among authors. In narrative
texts, individual style is more important than topics for the purpose of authorship
attribution. Probably, since they are used in a topic-independent unconscious
manner, function words capture pure stylistic choices – in other words, the style of
an author emerges from grammar rather than contents.

Also in the “Presidents” corpus, results are assessed in the light of correct
authorship attribution, but in this case it is content words that ensure the best results.
The institutional nature of this text genre imposes greater constraints but –
unexpectedly – presidential addresses exceed obvious conventional contents and
what a President decides to say (or not to say) is a personal choice and remains
unpredictable. Thanks to their standing, popularity and authoritativeness, Italian
Presidents can draft their addresses without having to comply with a fixed thematic
structure (vice versa their writing-style is stiff).

As regards the “Newspapers” corpus, topic-based classification proves more
successful when it relies on a limited number of content words characterized by
discrimination capability; however, this proves a rather difficult task. Probably,
newspaper articles do not form a homogenous text genre and – surprisingly –
perhaps the author’s impact or other features of the texts should be considered.
Approaches based on simple sets of key-words do make sense, e.g. in the search for
relevant documents in the immense chaotic information provided by the world wide
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web, but topic-based classification, just like other semantic-oriented classifications,
is still at a lower development stage and in the case at hand produces questionable
results.
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